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Research Assistant – Temporary  

Poverty Solutions at the University of Michigan 

Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy 

Hours per week: 10-20 hours 

Pay: $12-16 per hour 

Job Code:  

NOTE: Research Assistant posting is for Fall 2019 with the possibility of continued employment in 

the Winter 2020 semester 

 

OVERVIEW 

Launched in October 2016, Poverty Solutions at the University of Michigan is an interdisciplinary 

initiative that aims to become a leader in informing, identifying, and testing new strategies for the 

prevention and alleviation of poverty in Michigan, the nation, and the world. While rooted in an 

understanding of the causes and consequences of poverty, the focus of Poverty Solutions is an action-

based research agenda. The initiative partners with community and policymakers to inform and test 

strategies for the prevention and alleviation of poverty. One of Poverty Solutions’ major projects is 

the Detroit Partnership on Economic Mobility. To support that project we are currently looking for 

students interested in data-sharing best practices, digital inclusion, mental health support and 

alternative sentencing, and economic mobility and neighborhood investment.  

 

Detroit Partnership on Economic Mobility  

U-M partners with the City of Detroit to serve four critical roles: 

 Advise city officials on evidence-based strategies to enhance the economic mobility; 

 Provide technical support and data analysis in the implementation of mobility initiatives; 

 Evaluate city initiatives to measure both short and long-term impacts on economic mobility; 

and 

 Offer evidence-based policy analysis at the city, state, and federal level. 

A major part of Poverty Solutions’ role is to help the city define and analyze short- and long-term 

metrics of economic mobility and to provide data for decision making. This includes aggregating and 

analyzing public information, leveraging the potential of local administrative data, and fielding new 

surveys relevant to Detroiters. Analysis can be tailored to inform specific workforce development, 

housing, health, and transportation efforts. 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

Poverty Solutions is looking for multiple Research Assistants to help with the work of both the 

partnership and our work generally, but initially focusing on one of the following areas:  

 Assisting the City of Detroit's Department of Innovation & Technology in identifying best 

practices for interagency and external data-sharing by identifying and interviewing key staff 

members in city departments across the U.S.; 

 Policy supporting funding for digital inclusion efforts;  
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 Supporting the Detroit Police Department in its efforts to work with service providers to 

ensure individuals in need of mental health supports receive those supports in lieu of 

punishment; and 

 Conducting routine analysis on data on a range of economic mobility indicators for Detroit 

by Census tract, as well as by the strategic neighborhood fund footprints, to gather insight on 

particular neighborhoods and regions of the city and inform the city's neighborhood 

investments. 

Other work could include: 

 Assist with data analysis across several major initiatives, including longitudinal research; 

 Literature reviews on a wide variety of topics; 

 Updating existing reports; and 

 Support university-wide events. 

Other responsibilities are flexible and can potentially be tailored to align with RAs interest and 

expertise.  

 

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:  

 Interest in cross-disciplinary approaches to poverty alleviation; applicants from all units 

across campus are encouraged to apply  

 Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills, including spelling, grammar, and 

punctuation  

 Excellent organization with demonstrated attention to detail  

 Ability to work both as part of a team and individually while meeting deadlines  

 Candidate will report to multiple supervisors and must be able to successfully manage a 

workload with multiple priorities  

 Interest in being a part of a fast-paced initiative, with desire to be flexible and adapt to 

evolving priorities  

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS  

 Punctual and accurate communicator, responsive to email, phone calls, or other 

communications from manager 

 Works with initiative and proactively looks for new opportunities 

 Excellent interpersonal skills, including the ability to work cooperatively and professionally 

with faculty and staff across the University of Michigan campus, with local and national 

partners, and to serve as a representative of the initiative 

 

HOW TO APPLY  

Interested candidates should send a resume and cover letter expressing interest in the position to 

Trevor Bechtel, povertysolutionsjob@umich.edu. Please include where you heard about the job in 

your email.  

We will review applications as we receive them. 

 

 


